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Product | Colour

  

Pastis Armchair | Steel blue ash
Pastis Table | Water-based lacquered oak

Designed in collaboration with HAY by French designer  
Julien Renault, Pastis was made with the intention to stay 
relevant for decades to come. The result: a series of wooden 
chairs and tables with a solid presence, built on authenticity, 
strength and high-quality craftsmanship. Sturdy construction 
meets elegant aesthetics, as Pastis emanates personality – 
bringing a sense of warmth and vitality to its surroundings. 
Pastis’s durability and comfort makes it suited to many indoor 
spaces, from dining rooms and kitchens in private homes to 
cafés and other public environments. 

Pastis Collection



Pastis Collection 
Design by Julien Renault

Convinced that all objects  
have a subconscious effect  
on our daily lives, Julien  
manifests the interconnection 
between objects and their 
surroundings in his designs,  
which he creates for a number  
of international brands. 

Caption text...

Julien Renault in his studio in Brussels 

French designer Julien Renault grew up near Paris before  
studying industrial design in ESAD Design & Art School in  
Reims, France, and ECAL in Switzerland. These two different  
educations have helped to form his approach to his work  
– a combination of objective and rational methods with  
artistic and personal freedom.

Pastis Chairs



Tamoto Bed | Metaphor 030 headboard | bone powder coated frame

Pastis Table and Chairs balance a sturdy construction with elegant aesthetics.

Julien Renault’s Pastis is inspired by  
the atmosphere of a French brasserie  
with beautiful woodwork and white 
tablecloths, which the designer  
imagines as the romantic space 
surrounding the chair.



Pastis Armchair | Water-based lacquered oak
Pastis Chair | Pine green ash

Pastis Armchair Collection



Pastis Armchair | Pine green ash
Pastis Table | Black ash

Pastis Collection | Water-based lacquered oak



Pastis Chair | Water-based lacquered oak



Pastis Chair, Pastis Armchair | Pine green ash
Pastis Table | Black ash

Pastis Chairs



Pastis Armchair | Steel blue ash 
Pastis Chair, Pastis Table | Black ash



Pastis Chairs



Caption text...

Pastis Chair, Pastis Armchair | Water-based lacquered walnut 
Pastis Table | Steel blue ash

Please use link below to download other sales  
material of the Pastis Collection, including  
packshots and lifestyle photos.  
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Please use link below for order  
placement and further information.
HAYB2B.COM

https://hayretail.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/pastis-collection
https://www.hayb2b.com/en/login?redirect=/en/new-items/new-furniture

